GOVERNMENT OF TELANGANA

OFFICE OF THE
DIRECTOR OF TECHNICAL EDUCATION
TELANGANA STATE :: HYDERABAD


Sub: TECHNICAL EDUCATION – Seeding of existing Aadhaar Numbers into Bank Accounts of the Students – Certain Instructions Issued - Regarding.


-----0000-----

While enclosing the copy of the reference cited, the Principals of the Govt. Polytechnics under the control of this Department are hereby requested to update the Aadhar Numbers of all the students (including first year students) by the end of August 2016 in Departmental Websites.

If there are large number of students in the Institution requiring Aadhar Number, then enrolment camps in the institution may be organised to obtain biometric data. If the number to be covered is small, then the students may be taken to the nearest Permanent Enrolment Centre by the respective institutions.

Once the Aadhar number is received, the Aadhar is required to be seeded with the students bank account to enable Aadhar based payment of the scholarship and Bio-metric attendance of 1st Year students.

The receipt of the memo shall be acknowledged.

Encl: As above

Sd/- Dr. M.V. REDDY
DIRECTOR

To

☑ The Principals of the Govt. Polytechnics under control of this department,
The Secretary, SBTET, Hyderabad to submit students list to CGG for updating Student list in website,
The Regional Joint Director of Technical Education, Hyderabad
Copy to the Stock file/Spare

//F.B.O//

SUPERINTENDENT
GOVERNMENT OF TELANGANA

OFFICE OF THE
DIRECTOR OF TECHNICAL EDUCATION
TELANGANA STATE :: HYDERABAD


Sub: TECHNICAL EDUCATION – Seeding of existing Aadhaar Numbers into
Bank Accounts of the Students – Certain Instructions Issued -
Regarding.

Ref: Govt. Memo.No.5254/OP&MC/A2/2016, Dated: 04.08.2016 from
Higher Education (OP) Department, along with D.O.Lr.No.1-44/2016-
NS.I, Dated: 26.07.2016 from MHRD, Government of India, New
Delhi

-----0000-----

While enclosing the copy of the reference cited, the Principals of the Govt.
Polytechnics under the control of this Department are hereby requested to update
the Aadhar Numbers of all the students (including first year students) by the end of
August 2016 in Departmental Websites.

If there are large number of students in the Institution requiring Aadhar
Number, then enrolment camps in the institution may be organised to obtain
biometric data. If the number to be covered is small, then the students may be
taken to the nearest Permanent Enrolment Centre by the respective institutions.

Once the Aadhar number is received, the Aadhar is required to be seeded
with the students bank account to enable Aadhar based payment of the scholarship
and Bio-metric attendance of 1st Year students.

The receipt of the memo shall be acknowledged.

Encl: As above

Sd/- Dr. M.V. REDDY
DIRECTOR

To
The Principals of the Govt. Polytechnics under control of this department,
The Secretary, SBTET, Hyderabad to submit students list to CGG
for updating Student list in website,
The Regional Joint Director of Technical Education, Hyderabad
Copy to the Stock file/Spare

//F.B.O//

SUPERINTENDENT

24/8/16
GOVERNMENT OF TELANGANA
HIGHER EDUCATION (OP) DEPARTMENT


Sub:- HIGHER EDUCATION DEPARTMENT - Seeding of existing Aadhaar Numbers into Bank Accounts of Students - Regarding.


---

A copy of the reference cited together with its enclosures is sent herewith to the Heads of the Department mentioned in the address entry under the control of Higher Education Department for information and necessary action.

S.SUMALATHA
DEPUTY SECRETARY TO GOVERNMENT

To
The Commissioner of Intermediate Education, Telangana State, Hyderabad.[w.e.]
The Director of Technical Education, Telangana State, Hyderabad.[w.e.]
The Commissioner of Collegiate Education, Telangana State, Hyderabad.[w.e.]

Copy to:-
The Secretary, Telangana State Council of Higher Education, Hyderabad.[w.e.][with a request to communicate a copy to all the Universities in the State]

//FORWARDED::BY ORDER//

SECTION OFFICER
Aadhaar is an identifier for all centrally funded scholarship schemes to bring transparency and facilitate the direct and timely transfer of scholarships. Aadhaar is also an identifier for receiving and processing scholarship applications.

2. Applications for scholarships need to be submitted through the National Scholarship Portal (http://scholarships.gov.in/) where the Aadhaar number of the beneficiary would be required while applying. For the scholarship scheme administered by this Department, that is, the Central Sector Scheme of Scholarship for College and University students, the last date for applying online is 30th September, 2016. In view of this, it is necessary that all students, who are entitled for a scholarship, are enrolled for Aadhaar.

3. For Direct Benefit Transfer, the bank accounts of the beneficiary need to be seeded with the Aadhaar number. The Higher Education Departments in the States are requested to undertake, in a campaign mode, the enrolment of all students for Aadhaar by the end of August 2016. If there are large number of students in a higher education institution requiring Aadhaar number, then enrolment camps in the institution itself may be organised to obtain biometric data. If the number to be covered is small, then the scholarship holders may be taken to the nearest Permanent Enrolment Centre by the respective institutions. Once the Aadhaar number is received, the Aadhaar is required to be seeded with the students' bank account to enable Aadhaar based payment of the scholarship.

4. You are requested to advise District Collectors to map the institutions and enrolment centres in the district and prepare a roster for organising enrolment camps wherever required. The Aadhaar enrolment of scholarship holders of the above scheme should be completed by the end of August, 2016 and also the seeding of the bank account.

5. The following exercise is required to be completed in a time bound manner as given hereunder:

(i) Seeding of existing Aadhaar numbers into bank accounts of students by 31st August, 2016.
(iii) Seeding of Aadhaar numbers into bank accounts by 15th September, 2016.

Contd.......

128-C, SHASTRI BHAVAN, NEW DELHI - 110 115
TEL : 23386461, 23382698 FAX : 23385807 E-mail: secy.dhe@mhrd.gov.in
6. You are requested to ensure that applications for the above scholarship scheme of this Department for (both new applications and for continuation of scholarships from the last year to the current year) are submitted on the Scholarship Portal by 30th September, 2016.

With regards,

Yours sincerely,

[Signature]
(Vinay Sheel Oberoi)

Dr. Rajiv Sharma
Chief Secretary
Govt. of Telangana
Secretariat Building, 'C' Block, 3rd Floor,
Hyderabad - 500 022
Dear [Name],

This is in continuation of D.O. letter of even number dated 21st July 2016 from the Secretary, Department of Higher Education, MHRD, GoI, regarding use of Aadhaar as identifier for all centrally funded scholarship schemes. Applications for the scholarships need to be submitted through the National Scholarship Portal (NSP) (http://scholarships.gov.in/) where the Aadhaar number of the beneficiaries would be required while applying. For the scholarship scheme administered by this Department, i.e., Central Sector Scheme of Scholarship for College and University students, the last date of applying on-line, is end of September 2016. In view of this, it is necessary that all students, who are entitled for this scholarship, are enrolled for Aadhaar.

For Direct Benefit Transfer (DBT), the bank accounts of the beneficiaries need to be seeded with the Aadhaar number. It is, therefore, requested to undertake, in a campaign mode, the enrolment of the students for Aadhaar so as to complete the process by the end of August 2016. In order to achieve this, your Department needs to undertake various activities, indicated at Annexure-I, to ensure that no student, willing to apply for scholarship, is left behind due to non-availability of Aadhaar.

3. A format for weekly reporting is at Annexure-III.

Yours sincerely,

[Signature]

(Ishita Roy)

To

Mrs. Ranjeev R. Acharya,
Special Chief Secretary (Higher Education)
Government of Telangana.
D Block, Ground Floor, Room No. 117-A,
Secretariat Building,
Hyderabad- 500022
• Identify institutions and list of students eligible for any scholarship programme and availability of Aadhaar with them.

• Students not having Aadhaar may be taken to the nearest Permanent Enrolment Centres (PEC) for their Aadhaar enrolment by the respective institute. List and address of PECs is available on resident portal [https://resident.uidai.net.in/] on Locate Enrolment Centre tab. In case numbers of students not having Aadhaar are large in number, enrolment camp in the institution itself may be organised.

• It may be ensured that during Aadhaar enrolment, mobile and email of either the student or his parent or any family member is captured. This will facilitate communication about Aadhaar generation, download of eAadhaar, retrieval of Aadhaar Number etc. through his/her mobile once his/her Aadhaar number is generated.

• The District Collectors may be advised to map the institutions and enrolment centres available in the district and also prepare a roster for organising enrolment camps wherever required. For monitoring of Aadhaar enrolment, the District Collectors may be required to hold weekly coordination meetings with education officials and District Coordinator of CSCs and enrolment agencies empanelled with UIDAI.

• A special cell may be created in State Higher Education Department and each district to resolve any difficulty being faced by any institution during enrolment. State Higher Education Secretary may also hold weekly VC meeting with all District collectors, District Education officials, officials in charge of various scholarships, officials of CSC-SPV at the state levels and enrolment agencies along with officials of UIDAI regional offices.

• Those students who have already enrolled for Aadhaar and have not received Aadhaar letter, may download Aadhaar from resident portal ([https://resident.uidai.net.in/]). The facility to download Aadhaar is also available through PECs. In addition, District officials and District Collectors can be provided with advance search facility to help such children. The help of UIDAI Regional office may also be taken on such cases.

• In addition, the beneficiary bank account is required to be linked with his/her Aadhaar to enable Aadhaar based payment of scholarship. Banks require written mandate of beneficiary for this purpose. A Sample Bank Seeding Form is attached (Annexure-II) which may be signed by the beneficiary students. Seeding of Aadhaar with bank account can be checked either at resident portal ([https://resident.uidai.net.in/]) or by using NPCI service by dialling *99*99#
Dear Sir/Madam,

Bank Account No .................................. in my name Linking of Aadhaar / UID Number with the account

I am maintaining a Bank Account number ........................................ With your Branch (Branch name ......................................). I submit my Aadhaar number and voluntarily give my consent to:
Seed of my Aadhaar/UID number issued by the UIDAI, Government of India in my name with my aforesaid account.
Map it at NPCI to enable me to receive Direct Benefit Transfer (DBT) from Government of India in my above account. I understand that if more than one Benefit transfer is due to me, I will receive all Benefit Transfers in this account
Use my Aadhaar details to authenticate me from UIDAI
Use my mobile number mentioned below for sending SMS alerts to me

The particulars of the Aadhaar/ UID letter are as under:
Aadhaar/ UID number: .................................................................
Name of the Aadhaar Holder as in Aadhaar card: .................................................................

I have been given to understand that my information submitted to the bank herewith shall not be used for any purpose other than mentioned above, or as per requirements of law.

Yours faithfully,

(Signature/ Thumb impression of the account holder)/ one of parents
Name: .................................................................
Mobile No. ................................................................. Email:

.................................................................

Signature of Headmaster/Principal of the School
Enclosure: copy of the Aadhaar letter and bank passbook self attested,

Confirmation of insertion / linking of Aadhaar number with Bank Account:
The Account number ........................................ of Shri. /Smt. .................................................................
(Bank) Branch ........................................ has been linked with Aadhaar/UID number ................................................................. and mobile number

Date .................................................................

(Bank’s authorized official)
Annexure-III

Status as on date...........

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>No. Of Institutions</th>
<th>No. Of Students</th>
<th>No. Of eligible students for Scholarship</th>
<th>No. Of eligible students not having Aadhaar</th>
<th>Weekly Progress</th>
<th>Cumulative Progress</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>